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Scrapers and beaders 

by Mike Sistek. 

At the January meeting, 
guild member M�ike 
Sistek will show us 
some useful techniques 
when he does his 
presentation on scrapers 
and beaders. M�ike’s 
previous presentations 
have been great crowd 
pleasers, and this one 
promises to live up to our 
high expectations! (No 
pressure, M�ike!)

Some Ideas on Box Making by Bob Colegate 
November 2010

Bob Colegate, a long-time guild member and a former guild president, 

has been making boxes for many years. At the November 2010 meeting, 

Bob regaled those guild members present with his thoughts and ideas 

on proper methods and procedures for making boxes. Since a box is an 

object that almost begs one to pick it up and examine it more closely, 

it is important to focus on the smallest details as well as the overall 

construction.

As with any other type of woodworking, several design 

considerations should be kept in mind before you cut your 

first piece of wood – things like wood contrast, proportion, 

construction techniques, and function. Then, once your box 

is made, you can further customize it by adding lining or 

trays, creating your own lid lift or pull, or even by making 

wooden hinges!

The easiest way to make your box stand out from others 

is through wood selection. M�ixing woods to create 

contrast – maple and cherry or walnut and mahogany 

for example – is a basic way of doing this. You can 

also vary the texture of the box by incorporating 

live edges or knots or other wood defects into key 

elements of the box. M�ost woodworkers try their 

best to remove or hide sapwood – why not just 

integrate it into your piece? This is where you 

want to push your creativity!

Good proportion can mean the difference 

between an OK box and a great box. If 

your proportions are off, then no matter what 

construction techniques or wood species you 

use, it will not look right. Stick with the tried and 

true basics here – 1x1x2 or 1x2x3 or some variation of that. 

( continued on page 4)
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Scott’s Thoughts
January 2011

M�any times when I have other woodworkers at my shop we’ll talk about tools, especially 
after they see my old 12” jointer that I got for $300. Usually they are looking for a specific 
tool and want me to be on the lookout for one for them. We talk about the old days and 
how good they used to be made. We’ll talk about the most important tools in the shop and 

what they might add next.

I’ve always contended that you can build almost anything with just 
a table saw, jointer, planer, and a few hand tools. Once I find out 
that the person I’m talking to already owns these three power tools, 
I expand my list to include an HVLP spray system, which I think it 
is the next most important tool I own. It isn’t important because it 
is old, heavy and built in the U.S. It is important because of what it 
can do.

An HVLP (high volume, low pressure) spray system puts down a 
great finish with minimal effort. As long as you keep the guvn relatively clean, you can have 
a dedicated system that is always ready to use and can easily go with you to a job site. 
I often keep mine in the back of my truck on installs, in case I need to quickly touch up 
something or finish a new piece that I made on site.

With this system you can spray stain, latex and oil-based paints, and water-based and 
solvent-based finishes. I like to spray pre-catalyzed lacquers because they are easy to clean-
up, each layer melts into the previous layer and they dry fast. I can completely finish a piece 
with three coats in a matter of hours instead of days, with much better results. The finish 
dries so quick that I can spray in my shop without cleaning up the sawdust and the finish 
still comes out great. The other reason that I like to spray is that it allows me to shade my 
finish. Often, I will add a little color to my topcoats to adjust or darken the color and deepen 
the finish, which cannot be done well without a spray gun.

HVLP spray systems are not cheap, but 
considering that I use mine on every job and 
many times for several days straight, the cost 
can easily be justified. This is a tool, like a nice 
table saw that you will have for the rest of your 
life and use consistently. I have used several 
different systems, all in the $800-$1,100 range, 
and all have worked well. I have even heard that 
the turbines of the higher-priced systems are 
all made by the same factory, then each individual 
company puts it in their box, which would explain the similarities. I own a Fuji Q4, which 
works great. The other system that I have used and been impressed with is the Apollo, which 
is at the higher end of the price scale.

The key to deciding whether or not an HVLP is for you is to simply use one for a job – that 
is all it takes. Even if you don’t do a lot of finishing an HVLP system makes the process so 
nice, that every time you use it, you will be glad that you made the purchase.

Scott

Apollo HVLP Sprayer

Fuji Q4 Pro HVLP Sprayer



by Ethan Sincox

The heart of most woodworking shops is a good solid 

workbench. Or, at least, it should be. Whether you are a 

power tool worker or a hand tool worker, a workbench is 

where you rough cut and fine tune your joints, assemble 

your parts, and apply your finish. And because your 

woodworking style and method is unique to you, your 

bench should also be unique!

When you make your own bench, you can determine the 

height, the length, and the depth. You can add weight 

where you need it. You can pick your vise (quick-release, 

leg vise, twin-screw vise, drinking, fast cars). You can build 

it with storage on the bottom or a tool tray in the top; you can make it as simple and 

utilitarian as you want.

When it comes to bench construction, Chris Schwarz should be considered one of the 

foremost living resources of bench information. Over the past few years, he has built five 

or six benches of his own and taught several bench-building classes at woodworking 

schools.

So what is the book about? Unlike his first book on benches, which only contained 

plans for two different workbench styles, this book contains plans for about 10 different 

benches. Chris goes through each style, picks it apart, offers up the good and the bad, 

and then gets you on your way to building it.

He begins by providing you with what he considers to be the 18 Principles of Bench 

Building. (He dislikes calling them rules because you’re probably not going to follow them 

all.) Then the next ten chapters discuss the different workbench plans in great detail, 

including pros and cons of each style. Sections after that discuss ways you can upgrade 

your workbench, with tool racks, a deadman, bench jacks, and holdfasts, just to name a 

few things. After the discussion on bench accessories, Chris included a section where he 

takes the basic premise of different benches and analyzes them. Then he points out what 

he would do to improve upon each existing design.

Is the book worth buying? Well, if you’ve followed Chris’s Blog and read Popular 

Woodworking M�agazine, then some of these benches will look really familiar. A few of the 

sections were written specifically for the book, but others are probably copied verbatim 

from the magazine or the Popular Woodworking Blogs. So a lot of the material might 

not be new, per se. That being said, those other articles and stories aren’t all gathered 

together in one binding – and easy access to knowledge means a lot.

So if you’re planning on adding a new bench to your workshop, and you don’t want to 

spend your money on a pre-made one, then yeah, I’d say this book would be a great 

thing to have at your side.

The books, magazines, and 

tools of the library are there 

for the benefit of all of the 

guild members. Please keep 

that in mind as you check 

materials out and try to return 

them in a timely manner.

February 2011 Meeting

In February, Dan Coleman is 

going to give a presentation 

called “Jointer M�agic”! If you 

can’t guess, it is going to be 

about eggbeater drills. Just 

kidding. Be sure to mark 

your calendar for Thursday, 

February 17th and show up at 

the Creve Coeur Community 

Center that night if you want 

to find out how to best 

operate and fine tune your 

power jointer!

Notes and Notifications

Sharon Overschmidt from 

Keller Williams Realty 

needs someone to turn a 

replacement spindle for a 

staircase. The staircase is 

unpainted wood, so the 

replacement piece needs to 

match the others in wood 

species and color. Anyone 

who might be interested in 

helping them out should call 

314-677-6514 and ask for 

Sharon or Kathy for more 

details.

Library Reminders

Announcements

The Workbench Design Book by Christopher Schwarz
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Some Ideas on Box Making (con’t)

Don’t try to get too fancy here; this ISN’T where you want to be so creative. The Greeks determined 

what looks good a long time ago, so go with it! Along with general shape proportions, you should 

consider the thickness of the stock you are going to use. A box with a perimeter of 26” would look 

much better in 3/8” stock than in 3/4” stock.

There are several different options for box joinery, 

including butt joints, dado-and-rabbet joints, 

dovetails, finger joints, and miters. The type of 

joinery you use for your box plays an important 

roll in the overall appearance of your box. Butt 

joints leave a lot of end-grain showing, which 

might not matter in a utilitarian-type box. Dado-

and-rabbet joints offer a little more strength and 

are still fairly easy to cut with hand planes or 

a table saw. Dovetail joints offer the appeal of 

“fine craftsmanship” when done right and finger joints would be a great choice in a production 

environment. If you don’t mind the fine-tuning you need for accurate and good-looking corners, miter 

joints make continuous-grain sides possible and look great with decorative splines (Bob says he has 

found no structural benefit to adding splines to his mitered boxes).

A box that falls apart after a few years is no good at all, so be sure and use enough glue during 

construction. The right amount will produce just a slight bit of glue squeeze-out from the joints. No 

matter what joinery method you choose, be sure to remove that squeeze-out, though, or your finish 

will suffer! An easy way to prevent the glue from messing up the inside of the box is to pre-finish 

it before assembly so the glue won’t stick. Cleaning up the outside of the box is easily done with 

sandpaper or a hand plane.

Lid construction can be as simple as using a slab of wood (works best on smaller boxes) or as 

complex as an over-hanging frame-and-panel. Other options include a sliding top, such as those 

found on candle boxes, or a simpler frame-and-panel lid that is created during box glue-up and then 

cut free from the main body of the box.

Other ways to customize your box include the methods of hinging the lid (surface-mounted hinges, 

mortised hinges, slot hinges, pin and blind-pin hinges, barrel hinges, and home-made wooden 

hinges), lining the box (flocking, suede cloth, felt), and adding dividers or trays.

Finally, Bob offered his finishing technique, which is to first sand with 180 grit, then apply a sealer 

coat, then sand to 320 grit, and finally finish with a few coats of lacquer.

After Bob’s presentation, all were invited to come up to the display tables to see some of his 

examples of various techniques and methods. He had each of them labeled for the technique or 

method it expressed.

Thanks for another great presentation, Bob!

(see the next page for some good books on box making.)

We delivered 208 items to 
the hospitals in November. 
Our grand total of toys 
distributed since 1994 
is 32, 014. In 2010, we 
delivered 2293 toys.

Thanks to all who 
contributed in 2010!

We still need craft items, 
but now need cars, as 
well. If you need patterns, 
see our web site to select 
and print a pattern or call 
John Patton @ 314-843-
0616 or Steve Briner @ 
636-922-1947. It would be 
most useful if you made at 
least 20 of any particular 
pattern you select.

Toy Report

Other Notes

Congrats to Chris Law, 
winner of the $50 
Woodcraft Certificate, and 
Rick Weitzman, winner of 
the SLWG hat and mug set.

St. Charles Hardwoods 
is considering carrying 
1/4” thick exotic lumber. 
Contact them @ 636-926-
2000 to let them know if 
you would be interested in 
seeing them do this.

Whenever you go into 
Woodcraft, please 
remember to thank them 
for the many years we 
were able to use their 
facilities for the SLWG 
meetings.



The Kansas City Woodworker’s Guild Presents…

Christopher Schwarz, Popular Woodworking Editor and Author 

March 18, 19 & 20

Friday March 18, 2011 – 7pm – Presentation about his work, free and open to the public

Saturday March 19, 2011 – 9am - 4pm 
Handplane Essentials 
Sawing Essentials

Sunday March 20, 2011 – 9am - 4pm 
Dovetail Joinery 
Workbenches & Tool Chests

Includes Free Lunch each day

Special for St. Louis Woodworkers’ Guild $150.00 (regular non-member $200)

Email: guild@kcwoodworkersguild.org for special pricing for 10 or more.

Go to www.kcwwg.com for additional details and to register.

Our first normal monthly 
meeting at the Creve Coeur 
Community Center went quite 
well! Everyone had plenty 
of leg room and drinks and 
refreshments to keep their 
energy levels up. Be sure to 
join us at 300 North New 
Ballas Road in Creve Coeur!

Whenever you purchase 
something from Rockler, please 
remember to have them put a 
check in the special notebook 
under the counter to indicate a 
purchase was made by a SLWG 
member. For every purchase 
they will donate $1 towards a 
gift card that will be given to 
the guild in $20 intervals for 
raffle drawings or door prizes. 
There is no minimum purchase 
for the $1 donation to be 
made!

Safety Recall: Ryobi RTS20 
portable table-saws

Hazard: The saw blade on 
the motor carriage could be 
misaligned, posing a laceration 
hazard. This recall involves the 
RTS20 Ryobi ten-inch, portable 
table-saw. The table saw has 
a blue base and warning label 
with the model RTS20 and the 
Ryobi name printed on it and 
attached to the rear of the saw. 
Sold exclusively at Home Depot 
retail outlets nationwide and 
Canada from July 2010 through 
October 2010 for about $200.

Remedy: Consumers should 
contact Ryobi immediately to 
receive a free inspection of 
their product and, if necessary, 
a free repair or replacement of 
their RTS20 Ryobi table-saw 
For additional information, 
contact Ryobi at (800) 597-
9624 between 8 a.m. and 5 
p.m. ET M�onday through Friday, 
or visit the firm’s website at 
www.ryobitools.com.

Other NotesShow and Tell Rundown

Rick Sanders Christmas ornaments made from 1/8” plywood and clock faces

Keith Lissant Turned Banksia pods into ornaments

Wayne Watson Incredibly complex tapering jig that uses eccentric stops for adjusting

Nell Kobes  Small boxes make by drilling forstner holes in smaller wooden blocks; 

detailed lids with ornamentation

Jeff Morgan  Veneer work with curly maple, cherry, and birds-eye maple; business logo 

and coin cabinet

Cecil Robertson Windsor continuous arm settee

John Miller Scrap wood clocks

There are several good books on box making out there:

The Art of Making Elegant Jewelry Boxes: Design & Techniques (Lydgate, Tony. Sterling Publishing, 1996.)

The Art of Making Elegant Wood Boxes: Award Winning Designs (Lydgate, Tony. Sterling Publishing, 1993.)

Box Making Basics: Design, Technique, Projects (Freedman, David. Taunton Press, 1997.)*

Designing Boxes (Stowe, Doug. Fine Woodworking M�arch/April 2008: 62-68.)

Marvelous Wooden Boxes You Can Make (Greef, Jeff; Betterway Books, 1995.)

Simply Beautiful Boxes (Stowe, Doug. Betterway Books, 2000.)

Tauntons Complete Illustrated Guide to Box Making (Stowe, Doug. Taunton Press, 2004.)

* Indicates this book is in the SLWG Library

mailto:guild%40kcwoodworkersguild.org?subject=Christopher%20Schwarz%20information
http://www.kcwwg.com
http://www.ryobitools.com/safety_recall
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St. Louis Woodworkers Guild
36 Burnside Court
St. Charles, MO 63303

Name  Date

Address  City

State Zip Phone

Occupation

Type of woodworking you enjoy

E-mail address

Where did you obtain this application and learn about this Guild?

If you would like to join the St. Louis Woodworkers Guild please attend our next 
meeting or mail this application and your check for $25 for one years dues to: 
St. Louis Woodworkers Guild, 36 Burnside Court, St. Charles, MO 63303.

Meeting location. 

Creve Coeur Community Center, 

located at 300 North New Ballas 

Road, St. Louis, M�O 63141.

click map to open in Google Maps

http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=300+north+new+ballas,+63141&sll=37.0625,-95.677068&sspn=55.937499,72.949219&ie=UTF8&hq=&hnear=300+N+New+Ballas+Rd,+St+Louis,+Missouri+63141&z=17&iwloc=r2

